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HIS LIFE IS A CULTURAL JOURNEY
By Megan McNamer
Office of University Relations
University of Montana

MISSOULA-"Nothing has happened in my life by design,"

Darshan Kang told me, with

obvious enjoyment.
Born and raised in a small village in the state of Punjab, India, he was
the first of his family to become literate.

He walked two miles every day to

the nearest grade school and later continued that educational journey to
Punjab University in the city of Chandigarh, where he earned B.Sc. and M.A.
degrees in geography.
"I have moved through so many cultures," he said, describing the odd
experience of doing things in a city culture when he worked for government
agencies upon graduation, but viewing them with village eyes.
In 1965 Kang came to the United States as an AID(Agency for International
Development) participant and traveled extensively studying soil and water con
servation.

That led to a desire to do graduate work in this country and in

1969, at the height of the counter-culture movement, he enrolled at the
University of California at Davis.
There he found a world of difference.

Soon after he arrived the entire

university, led by the faculty, went on strike to protest the U.S. involvement
in Viet Nam.

Kang joined the daylong strike and went to the sessions, but

inwardly had difficulty understanding the situation.
"In India, the faculty would be immediately fired for those kinds of
activities."

(over)

KAN(i— acid one
Another difference he had
he

trouble handling,one he now enjoys, is what

calls the different "status gradient" between

United States.

teachers and students inthe

In India it slopes upwards toward the teacher.

Students will

automatically stand when a teacher enters a room, out of respect.
is

an equality, he says, which he likes as a professor.

never did manage to address or

even refer to any

Here there

But as a student he

of histeachers by their

first names, although they insisted.
Soon after Kang began his studies at the University of California, thengovernor Ronald Reagan made cuts in the California education budget that
affected the geography department at UC.

Kang transferred to the University of

Nebraska where he earned his Ph.D. In 1972 he began teaching at the University
of Montana.
Montana is a long way from Punjab, India, and Professor Kang is often
reminded of that fact.

His students are always curious about his origins,

but rarely guess correctly.

Their uncertainty may result from his ability to

speak knowledgeably about the geography of all of South Asia and the Middle
East.

He also is fluent in five languages-- Urdu, Punjabi, Hindi, Farsi and

English (with reading and writing skills in Arabic)-- but he probably doesn't
need to use most of those in Missoula.
Most likely, he is a bit of an unknown to his students because many of
them in his introductory classes are not yet world traveler.
to Asia.

Few have traveled

There used to be a fair number of Viet Nam veterans among his student

but not lately.
"My students ask me where 1 am from and I say 'the Republic of Montana.'"
Since some of his beginning students have been known to consider Chicago
a country and put Mount Everest in Idaho, that initial answer may not seem
unreasonable.

a sk e d .

But Kang continues to tell them about himself, glad that they

(more)
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KANG--add two
Although he is primarily a physical geographer with specialties in
hydrometeorology

and spatial analysis, Kang feels that regional geography

(culture) has to ent'er in.
"Individually, I’m a big cultural resource if someone wants to learn,"
he says.
Kang co-teaches the Introduction to Geography class with Professor H.IV.
Bockemuehl ("himself a kind of international citizen") and that is his favorite
teaching experience.
He finds that those students who have traveled abroad are initially far
more receptive to the course content.

But if the rest are curious, a trait

he highly values, they catch up.
In 1979 he and Professor Louis Hayes took a group of students to Pakistan,
Nepal and India.

Kang made it a point to take the class to his home village

where they stayed for about a week, working and living with the villagers.
"Westerners either love or hate Indian society," he told me.
no in-between.

"There is

If they are not familiar with the cultural norms, they become

scared and start disliking it.

The keen student, however, becomes inquisitive

about the peculiarities of that society—

and that leads to a lot of intellec

tual gratification."
The introduction to the beginning geography textbook, authored by Kang and
Bockemuehl, says, "Curiosity is considered the mother of knowledge... To
acquire knowledge, an

individual must have a sense of curiosity... Our concern

in geography is the known and unknown in terms of place and space.

For example,

when you look at a mountain, there develops in your mind a curiosity to know
what is on the other side of the mountain.

Or, if you see a person who is

physically and culturally quite different than members of your own society,
an urge develops to find out more about the newcomer...."

(over)

KANG--add three
In his discipline, Darshan Kang basically deals with the "things" of
the earth-- air, water, land and life.

The fact that he is an Indian teaching

those things in Montana has no particular significance except that he brings
a human self to his classes that has many different perspectives from those
of his students.

And in addition to his presentation of geographical facts,

he tries to teach his students to ask the universal human questions, What
am I?

Where did I come from?

and Where am I going?
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